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Since the late 19th century, the Qing, the Beiyang, and the subse-
quent Nanjing Nationalist government of China began systemati-
cally conducting land surveying and mapping across the state. The
land surveying was based on the triangular projection, a western
imported technology. It was conducted on a large scale (1/50,000
& 1/25,000) that provides in detail the street outlines of towns and
cities. Around the same time, Japan used similar methods to carry
out cartographic work in the Far East, including China, resulting
in the first known set of systematic, large-scale coverage, high-
precision maps of significant China territory.

This paper will explain the origin and metadata, and digitization
of this set of maps. Then introduce the user interface of CHMap
from two aspects: CHMap as a carrier of land survey maps and as
a tool for linking maps and images from different eras and sources.

The origin and digitization process
of land surveying maps

According to the Comprehensive Index of Chinese Mainland At-
lases, it is currently known that this set of land surveying maps
contains four parts: 4,088 1/50,000 maps of mainland China, 754
1/25,000 maps of Manchuria, 1689 1/25,000 and 2295 1/50,000
maps of mainland China. The former three parts have been publis-
hed by Kagakusion. The last set collected by Academia Sinica has
been partially digitized and released through WMTS (Web Map
Tile Service) for users to load and read from GIS software.

So far, what has been digitized is the Chinese Mainland Atla-
ses (1:50,000). From 1986 to 1998, this atlas was published with
black and white photocopies and contains 4088 maps with me-
tadata including when and who conducted the survey and plate-
making. This set of maps records in detail the landforms and fea-
tures of parts of mainland China from 1895 to 1944, including
mountains and lakes, traffic routes, administrative division boun-
daries, crops, windmills, watermills, soil worship, ancestral halls,
temples, and cultural relics. The map’s content is very informative
and makes it precious historical material for studying natural and
social changes during Republican China.

CHMap as the Carrier of Land Sur-
vey Maps

CHMap is developed based on leaflet.js, an open-source JavaS-
cript library of web map applications, eligible for the long-term
operation of this project. Leaflet allows for essential map display
functions, such as dragging, zooming, referencing third-party re-
sources, etc. We published the georeferenced digital maps through
WMTS and then loaded them into the CHMap user interface, thus
forming the prototype of CHMap.

The architecture of CHMap provides data-to-software and data-
to-web connectivity, distinguished from API’s software-to-soft-
ware model. It breaks the traditional user-to-software model while
lowering the threshold for user participation and has good scalabi-
lity, which prompts us to consider the possibility of incorporating
more image ontologies into CHMap for comparative research. We
expect that CHMap can not only achieve efficient, cross-platform,
and barrier-free sharing of these maps but also provide a digital
ecosystem to help users connect to more external data and share
the data served or processed by the CHMap platform with third-
party platforms or software, to realize the use of geography as a
bridge to communicate images and data of different sources.

For this purpose, we have collected many external open map lay-
ers published in the form of WMTS, such as the land survey maps
released by Academia Sinica, historical maps of China's dynasties,
the CHGIS historical maps, etc. In addition, we have developed a
"query by location" function for CHMap. It allows users to place
a marker, search for if any external open maps exist according to
the marker’s location, and reference them to the CHMap interface.

CHMap as a Tool for Linking Visi-
ons

We expect CHMap can promote the sharing and interoperability
of geographic data and image resources, connect more external
data, and meet the needs of personalized and customized spatial
cognition. For geographic data, we have adopted the WMTS; and
in the area of image resources, we have seen IIIF 's Emergence.
With the framework, images can be referenced and interoperable
across platforms.

Images of the IIIF standard can be referenced to the CHMap
platform. With IIIF Viewer, users can view metadata and spatially
process them. We divide IIIF images into two categories: maps
and pictures other than maps, such as books, manuscripts, news-
papers, paintings, etc., which may have spatial geographic infor-
mation but cannot be georeferenced like maps. For the former,
CHMap provides a georeferencing tool; for the latter, the tool also
supports setting them in the place their spatial attributes claim. The
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spatially processed images on the CHMap platform can be saved
locally in the format of GeoIIIF JSON, sent to the third party’s
server, or shared with other software and platforms that support
the standard.

By opening up to mainstream standard images, maps, and appli-
cation interoperability frameworks, CHMap enables users to place
images, maps, and personal data scattered in various collection in-
stitutions worldwide on one platform for comparative research. At
the same time, CHMap supports data transfer and seamless con-
nection with other software or related platforms. In this way, we
expect CHMap to serve as a link in the interoperability of distri-
buted image and geographic information data.

Spatial Epistemology: A Case of the
Application of CHMap

Since 2014, Dep. III of MPIWG has developed a set of research
tools, “LoGaRT,” for Chinese local gazetteers, which can assist
scholars in using these materials through a holistic lens. In 2018,
MPIWG invited four scholars to jointly participate in a research
project—using LoGaRT to explore image materials in local ga-
zetteers, including cityscapes, rituals, artifacts, astrological charts,
hydrology, and modern surveying maps to explore specific topics
of indigenous knowledge in history.

CHMap’s incorporation of local gazetteer images differs from
the typical historical image display method. First, due to the in-
herent regional characteristics of local gazetteers, these images na-
turally have coordinates information so that they can be geolo-
cated and generate geographic visualization. CHMap is equipped
with 4088 Maps, which can serve as a control group or baseline for
scholars to comparatively observe these images of different peri-
ods and social and cultural backgrounds and explore people's un-
derstanding and presentation of their own living spaces in different
periods. It can be conveniently found on CHMap that the spatial
description of Shaoxing City in the 17 th-century local gazetteer
and the land survey map in the early 20th century. Comparing the
two can deepen the researchers' cognition and understanding of
diachronic locality. It can be combined with personalized spatial
geographic data applicable to CHMap and image data from other
sources to better understand research objects' spatial commonality
or heterogeneity.
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